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It allows for faster progress week to week than the initial BBB program, making it ideal for novice and intermediate lifters that are able to recovery more quickly. For the grip and back. I sleep like a baby once I get my nightly back medicine consisting of at least 40mg edible. I train this way exclusively and have for years. A spreadsheet of a
powerlifting 5/3/1 variation is available on Lift Vault. 135-225 is the weight that I’ve used. Source Wendler 5-3-1 BBB Spreadsheet 5/3/1 BBB Program Spreadsheet (variation) This is simply another variation of the program above. May 2, 2012 I was in Fort McMurray working in the oil sands. I use this for FSL and I PAUSE it. For lack of better words this is the way. In 5/3/1 Forever this is laid out perfectly and simple. It builds momentum You don’t break down physically You don’t obsess and fear numbers - you just explode through it. Again, no alterations to the the template aside from exercise selection on the the little stuff - I’ve always kept the big rocks in the template because they work. SSB
pause squats are crushing, literally feel like I’ll blow my head off in the hole. The infamous Smolov program for squats and Smolov Jr for squat and/or bench press. But as an example it would look something like this: 70% x 1 80% x 1 90% x 1 100-120% x 1-3 joker set So this is really putting the emphasis on a big lift or big set, and you can always get
the volume by doing back off sets and albeit they will be and feel lighter because you smacked a big set previously. Check out both and see which layout you prefer more. But I wanted to preface by saying that I am and in no way shape or form think I am more intelligent than Jim and am trying to one up or bastardize an already solid program built on
stalwart principles. It’s just things from the system that I found have paid dividends for me in life and training. Based on my body, history of injury, time to train, job and life responsibilities - I put my Training Max real low. This only scratches the surface of ways to add volume to 5/3/1. For certain variations of the program, this could be true. This
represents a major step forward in Jim’s training philosophy, introducing concepts like First Set Last (FSL) and Joker sets that have become 5/3/1 staples. Why less volume? Weighted Vest Walk - 3-5x a week, 10 minute walks with a 65lb weighted vest is currently my go to for conditioning, along side multiple 10 minute walks and also doing my work
day. Do the least you need to do to get stronger. Those… Sheiko Program Spreadsheets & TemplatesTo best understand Sheiko's training methodology, Lift Vault highly recommends you read or listen to his interview with Omar Isuf. The powerlifting variation of 5/3/1 switches weeks 1 and 2 and incorporates additional heavy single work – increasing
the specificity needed for powerlifting and including additional recovery time by not scheduling consecutive heavy lifting weeks. Jim Wendler's Linear Progression Program for Strength Athletes Explained Updates: 3/11/20 – Added kg/lb rounding and full program details for 5/3/1 for Beginners (same spreadsheet)3/1/20 – Created a more detailed
program page for 5/3/1 BBB (same spreadsheets)2/25/20 – Added 5/3/1 BBB for Bodybuilding spreadsheet + detailed program page5/14/19 – Added “Power & Hypertrophy” 5/3/1 version Half Marathon Training Program SpreadsheetsRunning a half marathon is far from impossible for most healthy individuals, but does require careful training.
Nothing wild 30-50 reps each lower body sessions. Source 2_Suns_531_Linear Progression Video Overview If you’d prefer to watch instead of read, check out this excellent video overview of the 5/3/1 training methodology (source: Alex Bromley). For the full explanation of the programs, please read… Smolov Program and Smolov Jr Bench and Squat
Program SpreadsheetsAh, yes. I don’t recommend it for everyone because in my experience most people should focus on volume for technique sake. And if you want to feel some big weights or test yourself use the plus sets and jokers. I’m neither jacked out of my mind or have a physique akin to a melted candle. If you're willing to build these lifts at
any cost (e.g. a record attempt) then this might be the ticket! While not recommended for general strength work, as articulated… The Best Beginner Powerlifting ProgramsThere are so many powerlifting programs available that it can be confusing for a novice lifter to determine which program is right for them. But if I noticed no discernible
difference between doing 3 sets or 5 sets - I’d stick with 3. Even though this is the most expensive Wendler book, it covers everything and removes the need to check out any of Wendler’s older stuff. This was “addressed” later when Wendler released his book Beyond 5/3/1. Source Jim Wendler 531 v2.1 (BBB + Powerlifting) Spreadsheet NSuns Linear
Progression Program Variation This popular mutation of 5/3/1 was created by Redditor /u/n-suns. I just love them because they definitely help the Squat and Dead. Kroc Row - Amazing and a necessity for myself in my training. Dips - Weighted or unweighted. The intensity scheme just works for me and I enjoy pushing the 3’s and 531 week for Jokers
or AMPRAPS/PR's and just get the work in on the 5’s week. May 06, 2021 From Jim: This is from Craig O'Connell - it is a post he made on Facebook and does a tremendous job of detailing what he was learned from his training journey. And where many people fall short, and I have in the past as well, is to program as much as possible, at once. Feet up
Pause Bench/Spoto/DB Bench - With the feet up you really have to brace hard, I like that. Do not mix and match, you get nowhere fast and nothing but a backache. Here are some of the most popular powerlifting programs for beginners. I started training 9 years ago. Basic stretching, mobilize what I need too, ice and Advil when necessary. Again, time
and place. Does 5/3/1 not have enough volume to be effective? Another common remedy is to run the “Boring But Big” variation (spreadsheet included here), which contains a significant number of back off sets for extra volume. It was inspired by 5/3/1 but is significantly different and is definitely not associated with Jim Wendler. Basically, BBB
follows the 5/3/1 template where one main lift is trained per session (squat, bench, deadlift, or overhead press) using the 5/3/1 rep scheme before dropping the weight and doing 5 sets of 10 reps for the same lift. Learn and observe what did and did not work - understand what went south and how to make it go north. Review - Does 5/3/1 Work? I can't
say it enough - it's completely subjective here. This contained a variation known as “first set last” that added an additional AMRAP set to each day’s primary lift. You will be fresher for a big AMRAP set or Joker, that's the only rationale I have behind it. My Favorite Assistance/Supplemental Exercises Good Mornings - I like performing GM's in the BBB
rep range. Just to reiterate my training life briefly. No fads or trendy bullshit. There is NO shortage of templates. Week 1 - 3x10 Week 2 - 4x10 Week 3 - 5x10 Typically 5 sets of 10 reps on any big movement/exercise will smoke the shit out of me, that’s about the limit I’ll take it. If you like this spreadsheet, check out the other n-Suns program
spreadsheets. No gimmicks, just hard work. The basic principles of 5/3/1 had significant influences on the GZCL template and nSuns. Share on Facebook Tweet on Twitter Share on Google+ Pin on Pinterest Next article View article More of a template than a strict program, many variations of 5/3/1 exist. Reverse Lunges - This is one of the few lower
body exercises that I can do for a lot of volume that don’t aggravate my knees for days on end. I didn’t want to drag this out, it’s not all that I had to say but again - so much of everything you want to know and arguably NEED to know is in every book and I’d definitely implore you to buy the ones you do not own and to RE-READ the ones you already
have in your possession, After a good amount of time, experience, some powerlifting meets and possibly some blood - sit down and write what you know, so that others could possibly benefit from it and in turn you’ll know what you don’t know - and where you need to go, what you need to do to find out. 45 Back Extension - Another Amazon purchase, 3
sets of 10 everyday. Yes, there are variations of 5/3/1 that are well suited for powerlifting. For me it has always worked like gangbusters. The result? 5/3/1 Glossary If you’re getting confused about some of the 5/3/1 terminology, check out our unofficial 5/3/1 glossary. Back then, I had all that piece meal workout gear and a copy of 5/3/1 2nd edition
that I asked my mom to print out at work so I could take it to Alberta with me. 5/3/1 is a flexible lifting template that can be applied to a variety of lifting goals. His programs are known for their high volume and great results for… Pause Squat - For the better of a year now, I’ve used the SSB exclusively because I only have so many mid-lowbar straight
bar squats before my elbows feel destroyed, which in turn sucks the shit out of upper body work. You can view the full details on this page: 5/3/1 BBB for Bodybuilding. For the sake of brevity I wanted to write things down in sections, all things I’ve gleaned from training and reading 5/3/1 so far. I had an exercise bar and 50lbs plates, an old smith
machine that I drilled bolt holes in to hold said bar so I could squat out of the rack. I want to be strong and look strong so in that case I keep the goal the goal, and make adjustments. However, I am including it here because it is a very popular program and may be of interest to people already looking into 5/3/1. Peaking? 5/3/1 for Powerlifting by Jim
Wendler If you’re looking for a powerlifting specific interpretation of the 5/3/1 for Powerlifting. Good way to train if you got the time and place sorted out - but again comes with a risk. Because the training max increases monthly, this program is best geared for intermediate to advanced lifters that require more recovery and cannot progress as
quickly as novice/intermediate lifters. It progresses on a weekly basis, making it well suited for late stage novice and early intermediate lifters. Still doing one ALL out set with at least 100lbs looking for 30+ reps no straps. Do the set and reps programmed and then go back down. Glutes/Hams/Low back. Leave yourself room to grow if that makes
sense. Recovery, nothing worthy of note. The following programs are chosen for their intelligent exercise choice,… nSuns 5/3/1 Complete Program Collection (4 Day, 5 Day, Cap3, and More)nSuns 5/3/1 is a linear progression powerlifting program that was inspired by Jim Wendler's 5/3/1 strength program. Spreadsheets 5/3/1 BBB (Boring But Big)
Spreadsheet Wendler’s 5/3/1 Boring But Big (BBB) program is renowned for both its brutal simplicity and serious results. I don't much care how to characterize it - a medium 3s, light 5’s, heavy 5/3/1 week. Training or not. 3/5/1 programming Low Training Max No AMRAP's/PR's or Jokers 2-4 assistance or supplemental exercises for 50-100 reps. A
common point of criticism against 5/3/1 is that it doesn’t program enough volume (volume being reps x weight lifted). Pick a template and follow it to its entirety. Usually what I do is build up the volume over the 3 week cycle. To really get the most out of 531, in my opinion Forever, and the understanding of Anchors/Leaders is a prerequisite - get that
book. The “original” version of the program published on T-Nation in 2009 does, in fact, only contain 3 working sets for each primary movement. Having said that it's no surprise that the crux of off season or just general training for myself, the go to is Boring But Big. You’ll find some of the best spreadsheets for these variations here. All of them will
get you stronger by focusing on steady progression of the Big 3 lifts though. I talked about this a bit in the reply box yesterday for the deadlift. Click on either link to learn more. To understand how 5/3/1 can work best for you, putting in a little reading work goes a long way. Sometimes weighted, sometimes not. Spoto is just short of touching the chest
- also anytime I can go deep into a set of 100+ DB bench my ACTUAL bench has gone up. To learn more, check out Wendler’s classics: Beyond 5/3/1 and 5/3/1 Forever. What other programs did 5/3/1 influence? It is known for its challenging amount of volume. Jim Wendler’s popular 5/3/1 template was highly influential on the popular GZCL and
nSuns programs. Beyond 5/3/1 by Jim Wendler If Forever is too expensive for you, the best bang for your buck is Beyond 5/3/1. Do you follow? T-Bar Row - This has been something I’ve been doing for the last year, and it’s really helped my mid back stay strong and tight at the reversal of squatting and off the floor with deadlifting. Squat - Beach Body
Challenge All while doing it under the guise of Frequency Project 2.0 but doing German Volume Training 10x10 for ALL assistance work and running hills 3x a week. Sheiko programs are powerlifting programs attributed to Boris Sheiko, renowned Russian powerlifting coach. 5/3/1 FAQs What is Jim Wendler’s 5/3/1 program? Source Wendler 5/3/1
Spreadsheet 5/3/1 for Beginners Program Spreadsheet Full program details now available at 5/3/1 for Beginners via /r/fitness wiki sidebar 531 FOR BEGINNERS | LiftVault.com e 5/3/1 BBB for Bodybuilding This is a tweaked version of 5/3/1 that combines a view different 5/3/1 principles into a “bastardized” program for bodybuilding goals. For the
longest time now I could surmise my approach to diet as: Meat Rice Milk Eggs Protein Powder Junk Food In the past I might of shot for macros and the myfitness pal, but for the most part I just eyeball it and adjust accordingly based on goals, funds, taste, appetite. You can do your work day come home smash a weight session and feel good. Again
when the dips are going up in volume and ease with little aggravation in the shoulder or elbow - so does the bench, I do these every upper body day on a dip station I bought off of Amazon for $70. Strength Challenge Template If there’s a meet I’m going to do, Beyond 5/3/1 has the Strength Template which I’ve used exclusively for the last 4 meets and
I’ve never not improved. Strength and size. Related: Jim Wendler’s Building the Monolith, 5/3/1 Glossary Recommended Reading: Jim Wendler Books 5/3/1 Forever by Jim Wendler The latest in the 5/3/1 series, 5/3/1 Forever collects all of Jim’s thinking on 5/3/1 with the latest training methods (e.g. anchors and leaders) and over 50 different 5/3/1
training templates. An example of this program is available in a spreadsheet below, though nothing beats reading the book. 5/3/1 BBB for Bodybuilding | LiftVault.com Power & Hypertrophy 5/3/1 Program Variation Source Unknown Power Hypertrophy 5/3/1 | LiftVault.com 5/3/1 Vanilla + 3/5/1 Powerlifting Specific Program Variation This
spreadsheets contains two different templates: “vanilla” (i.e. normal) 5/3/1 and a powerlifting variation known as 3/5/1. The first time I squatted with weight on my back I was shaking like a leaf under 95lbs. You don’t get crushed by weights routinely - you crush them. Squat Stance, narrow stance, paused at the bottom, Regular or SSB. Luckily, Hal
Higdon did a great job of laying out programs well suited for novice, intermediate, and advanced runners. I have a drag sled on its way in a few days, I plan to hammer the shit out of it to bring up the training volume for my legs. The program is comprised of 3 and 4 week cycles, designed to run indefinitely. Lower is better for the reasons that Jim has
written about and also from what I have experienced. Example: Depending on where and what and why you are training - 90% for AMRAP or 70% for AMRAP again, its subjective for the why and what you are trying to accomplish. It is best suited for intermediate level lifters and is renowned for the significant length of time an athlete can continually
make progress on it. Can 5/3/1 be run for powerlifting? For more volume in the 531 work what I choose to do is simply this. I've trained for 9 years and only one of them did I have a coach.
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